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oted urbanist Joel Kotkin refers
to “the sacred space” in
American communities, among

them being public safety and a “thriving
economy.” He could simply reference
the City of Irvine by name.

The amenities of civic safety and
economic well-being – requirements,
really, in today’s rapidly changing world
– mean that the building blocks defining
Orange County’s largest geographic city
(66 square miles) are firmly in place.

Importantly, Irvine is No. 1 among the
country’s 100 largest cities in terms of
jobs-to-population ratio. Through City
Council policy and foresight, Irvine has
established itself as a leader in diversity
of jobs, diversity of population and
support of public education. For such a
young city, much has already been
accomplished that provides the solid
foundation for livability and the potential
for business success.

That foundation is found in economic
development, vitality and promise.

However, the City is not an island;
there are partners everywhere: For
example, before Irvine celebrates its 50th

anniversary in 2021, City officials will
salute other significant milestones – UC
Irvine turns 50 in 2015 and the Irvine
Company, the City’s largest master
developer, celebrates its 150th

anniversary in 2014.
Anniversaries are a good time for

public reflection. The City of Irvine this
year celebrates the 25th anniversary of
its historic Open Space Initiative.
Approved by 85 percent of city voters,
the initiative has a significant lifestyle
and business component: ensuring that
16,000 acres of parks, trails and
wilderness areas will be forever
protected while master-planned
development proceeds in designated
areas.

The City of Irvine in 2013 is
emboldened by successes citywide…but
still vigilant in its efforts to move forward
with purpose. Each year, the City
Council is poised to direct the next step
in the evolution of one of the great
master-planned cities in America – for
business, for education and for living.
But it takes a collective effort to keep the
world informed of the wonderful story
amid the opportunities that continue to exist here.

As the City’s Economic Development Team continues its focus on the three business
pillars of attraction, retention and growth, it is reminded that the recession may be over, but
careful attention to economic detail is not. A city’s fiscal health should reflect the community
that it serves. A projected municipal budget surplus of more than $11 million for fiscal year
2013-14 is a reflection of increasing sales tax, property tax and hotel tax revenue. A strong
local economy provides options for an entire city, from a thriving business community to an
unmatched quality of life for residents and employees alike.

Attention to detail is why Irvine has been ranked by 24/7 Wall Street as one of the top
three best-run cities in America for the past two years. It is why the criteria for that ranking –
local economy, fiscal management and quality of life measures – are important to us all.
With more than 60 percent of Irvine’s population age 25 or older holding a bachelor’s
degree, the job skills and qualified workers necessary for Irvine businesses of all sizes,
employing tens of thousands of people, are not far from home.

The selling points for business and family life in the city include:
� Low crime: For a ninth straight year, according to FBI statistics on violent crime for

cities of more than 100,000, Irvine is the safest city in America in that area.
� Public education: With the passage of Measure BB by voters last November, the

financial support already provided to the Irvine Unified School District and Irvine schools in
the Tustin Unified School District increased to more than $8 million a year, a figure that is
most likely unprecedented nationwide.

� Public transportation: The City’s iShuttle provides bus service to employees arriving
and departing from the Irvine Station – the nation’s 14th-busiest transportation center – as
well as the Tustin Metrolink Station. In addition, nearby John Wayne Airport serves Orange
County and the region.

N

The Irvine Way
Economic development supports the thousands of businesses that call the city home

� Two of the nation’s most robust
business centers draw workers from
Irvine, the county and the region.
Together, the Irvine Business Center
and the Irvine Spectrum comprise 7,600
acres (11.8 square miles), nearly
170,000 jobs, 8,000 businesses and a
growing residential component of nearly
10,000 residents, creating an ideal
work-live environment.

� City Council and staff take pride in
a business-friendly environment that
assists companies moving to Irvine,
growing in Irvine and staying in Irvine.

� And, of course Irvine is renowned
as a master-planned community.
Professor Ann Forsyth, in her book
“Reforming Suburbia” about the “new
communities” of Irvine, Columbia, S.C.,
and the Woodlands area outside of
Houston, asked the question, “Have
they created more sustainable or livable
places?” Her answer was found in the
definition of smart growth – “mixed land
use, compact building design, a variety
of housing types, walkable
neighborhoods, distinctive identities and
sense of place, open space
preservation, connection to existing
communities, transportation choice,
efficiency and collaborative planning.”

The Irvine way draws some of the
nation’s largest and most respected
companies, as well as pioneering start-
up entrepreneurs with an innovative eye
toward the future. Business support,
finance, retail and the service industry
provide the needed infrastructure to
sustain a thriving local economy.

The Orange County Business
Journal’s Book of Lists 2013 shows the
power and prestige of an Irvine address
in numerous ways:

� Six of the top 10 fastest-growing
private OC companies are in Irvine (29
Prime; Opus Bank; Ellipse
Technologies; Rescue One Financial;
SecureAuth; Solarrus Corp.); 

� Six of the top 10 OC public
companies in terms of revenue are in
Irvine (Western Digital Corp.; Spectrum
Group International Inc.; Broadcom
Corp.; Allergan Inc.; Sun Healthcare
Group Inc.; Edwards Lifesciences
Corp.), as well as four of the top 12
private companies (Golden State Foods

Corp.; Vizio Inc.; Advantage Sales & Marketing LLC; LA Fitness International LLC); 
� Eight of OC’s top 12 automakers with significant presence locally are in Irvine (Mazda

North American Operations; Toyota Motor Sales USA Inc.; Kia Motors America Inc.; Ford
Motor Co.; Chrysler Group LLC; Nissan North America Inc.; Lexus; Infiniti);

� Seven of the top 10 drug makers are here (Allergan Inc.; Teva Pharmaceuticals
Industries Ltd.; Par Pharmaceuticals Inc.; Pfizer Inc.; Ista Pharmaceuticals Inc.; Spectrum
Pharmaceuticals Inc.; Stason Pharmaceuticals Inc.);

� Six of the top 11 software companies in Orange County are headquartered in Irvine
(Blizzard Entertainment Inc.; Oracle Corp.; Sage North America; Kofax PLC; Epicor
Software Corp.; Quality Systems Inc.);

� Four of the top 10 Orange County-based restaurant chains are in Irvine (Taco Bell
Corp.; In-N-Out Burgers Inc.; Mimi’s Cafe; Yard House USA Inc.).

It is a phenomenal list with a one-of-a-kind story: Irvine has Orange County’s largest
number of technology businesses, healthcare businesses, finance businesses, real estate
businesses, marketing/media businesses and professional-service businesses. Architecture
firms choose Irvine in large numbers as well.

At the Irvine Civic Center, the City Council’s long-term plan is to make it all work, the Irvine
way. Because the work never ends.

Do businesses find it advantageous to move to Irvine? To stay in Irvine? To grow in Irvine?
Is the infrastructure superb? Is the location advantageous? Are the schools good and the
City safe?

The resounding answer, every day, requires the Economic Development Team to
coordinate with all of the City of Irvine’s talented policymakers, partners and employees to
make certain the answer is yes.

For more information: cityofirvine.org/econdev.

Photo by Orrin Moore

Photo by Karen Fogarty

Photo by Paul Marto Photo courtesy of John Wayne Airport
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outhern California will be keenly focused
next month on a spectacular eight-day
free public event in Irvine that will

provide the best of any city’s wish list –
youthful imagination, first-ever West Coast
appearance, and an economic impact that will
be felt from hotels and restaurants to public
meeting places.

The U.S. Department of Energy Solar
Decathlon 2013 is coming to Southern
California for the first time from Washington,
D.C., attracting thousands of visitors to
experience the visual form and function of
solar-powered houses that are highly energy
efficient, attractive and affordable. Some 800
collegiate students from 20 U.S. and
international teams are competing for a best of
show at the Orange County Great Park. And
the public is invited to this unique experience.

The students, the event’s all-stars at the
Great Park over two long weekends – from 11
a.m.-7 p.m. October 3-6 and October 10-13 –
aspire to be engineers, urban planners,
architects, homebuilders and alternative
energy entrepreneurs. They will show today’s
consumers energy efficiency and renewable
energy through daily tours of their competition
houses.

They also will speak to their dreams of the
future: For Stanford student Derek Ouyang, a
double major in architectural design and civil
engineering, his job as the university team’s
project manager is an extension of his concept
for renewability and sustainability.

“I’ve always been interested in architecture,
but I haven’t always been interested in
energy,” he said during a recent break on
campus while Stanford’s solar house was
under construction. “Part of the problem is, the
houses that are designed today don’t do
enough to actually teach us about energy. I
realize that energy is a serious issue in our
environment; homes account for almost a
quarter of the U.S.’s primary energy
consumption.

“There are technical ways to solve the
problems and the Solar Decathlon is the
competition to look at new technologies.”

The challenge is to “design, build and
operate solar-powered houses that are cost-
effective, energy-efficient and attractive,”
according to the U.S. Department of Energy.
The winner will be the team that best blends
“affordability, consumer appeal and design
excellence with optimal energy production and maximum efficiency.”

The ideas and ideals demonstrated by these houses may not only change the mindset of
today’s homeowner, but also influence trends for tomorrow’s homebuilders.

“These students are showcasing to the world that being energy-efficient is affordable and
attainable using clean energy technologies and systems that are available in the market
today,” said Richard King, director of the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon.

Over the past year, the students built solar-powered houses at their respective campuses
to test their plans and work through the final details. Those houses were then prepared to
be reconstructed on site for the Solar Decathlon 2013 – managed by the U.S. Department
of Energy, hosted by the City of Irvine, with the Great Park serving as the destination
venue.

There is more than sweat involved; there is the pride of competition.
Each team competes in 10 contests, worth 100 points apiece. The winning team will best

accomplish excellence in the following areas: affordability, appliances, architecture, comfort
zone, communications, energy balance, engineering, home entertainment, hot water and
market appeal.

Complementing the Solar Decathlon 2013 will be the adjacent XPO, which will connect
businesses to consumers through a showcase of energy-efficient products and
technologies and a series of interactive workshops. Special days at the XPO include
Municipal Day on October 4, Home & Business Consumer Day on October 6 and a Green
Jobs Fair on October 11.

While the Solar Decathlon 2013 is a U.S. Department of Energy event, the XPO is hosted
by the City of Irvine. To learn more about the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon
2013, please visit solardecathlon.gov. A complete list of the sponsors and leading
businesses participating in the XPO can be found at the-XPO.org.

Along with the excitement generated by these inspiring collegiate teams, the event is
expected to have a significant economic impact on Irvine.

A market analysis of the economic benefit of the Solar Decathlon 2013 and XPO
estimates $20.3 million in direct and indirect economic benefits for the City, based upon an
attendance figure of about 100,000 guests, teams, families and on-site personnel.

An advantage is the ability to draw visitors from the population radius that extends to Los
Angeles County, San Diego County and the Inland Empire.

The 20 student teams selected to participate in the Solar Decathlon will be a natural draw
for their supporters, including four California-based teams: Santa Clara University, SCI-Arc
and Caltech (teaming together), Stanford and the University of Southern California (USC).
Each team has actively been communicating with their local media and through social

media channels to promote their efforts and Solar
Decathlon 2013.

The competing teams include:
� Arizona State University and The University of New Mexico
� Czech Republic: Czech Technical University
� Hampton University and Old Dominion University
� Middlebury College
� Missouri University of Science and Technology
� Norwich University
� Team Ontario: Queens University, Carleton University and Algonquin College
� Santa Clara University
� Southern California Institute of Architecture and California Institute of Technology
� Stanford University
� Stevens Institute of Technology
� Team Capitol DC: The Catholic University of America, George Washington University 

and American University
� The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
� Team Texas: The University of Texas at El Paso and El Paso Community College
� Team Alberta: University of Calgary
� Kentucky/Indiana: University of Louisville, Ball State University and University of 

Kentucky
� University of Nevada Las Vegas
� University of Southern California
� Vienna University of Technology
� West Virginia University
“The way we approach the competition,” said Stanford student Ouyang, “is that there is

the technical side to it, but there is the human side of it, too. It’s a whole way of living we
are trying to create here.”

The first Solar Decathlon was held in Washington, D.C. in 2002. The biennial event
serves as both an educational tool and a workforce development opportunity for the
students. The Solar Decathlon 2013 at the Great Park is the sixth U.S. event; similar
competitions are now held in Europe and China.

For more information: solardecathlon.gov and the-XPO.org. 
To attend the free public event at the Great Park and for Solar Decathlon house

tours, please calendar: 11 a.m.-7 p.m. October 3-6 and October 10-13.

S

U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2013 and XPO
Inspiration and economic impact arrive in Irvine on October 3
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1. What transportation amenities are available for the businessperson traveling to
Irvine?

Irvine is easily accessible to the business traveler. Conveniently located in the heart of
Orange County and Southern California, Irvine is just 45 miles south of Los Angeles and 90
miles north of San Diego. The city’s two major business centers, the Irvine Business
Complex and the Irvine Spectrum, are adjacent to John Wayne Airport, the I-5 and the I-
405. The Irvine Station, located in the Spectrum area of the city, is a growing transportation
hub for the business community. As the busiest public transportation station in Orange
County, the Irvine Station is currently served by Amtrak and Metrolink passenger rail
services, as well as being a hub for express, local and rail-feeder bus services operated by
the Orange County Transportation Authority. The City’s iShuttle serves business and
residential commuters daily from the Irvine Station into the Irvine Spectrum, as well as from
the Tustin Metrolink Station into the Irvine Business Complex and John Wayne Airport.

2. What is the City’s Development Assistance Center?
The City’s Development Assistance Center (DAC) is a primary resource available to

businesses, developers, real estate professionals and members of the public. At the center,
visitors can gather information to assist them in making decisions regarding development
and expansion in Irvine. The DAC staff also reviews all applications for building
improvements, residential alterations and signs. The DAC team includes the Planning and
Zoning Counter, Land Use Data Monitoring and Permit Processing. Planning and
Development staff is available at the Planning and Zoning Counter of the Community
Development Department, located at the Irvine Civic Center, to answer questions regarding
the steps necessary to do business in Irvine. Information: 949.724.6308.

3. How does the City of Irvine’s commitment to public safety translate to the
business community?

Sustaining a safe and secure environment is one of the City’s most important goals.
While a high standard has been set for police services in the City, Irvine’s recognition as
one of the safest cities in the nation is based on the principle that being a safe community
touches on virtually every aspect of municipal operations.

As one of the largest 100 cities in America, Irvine has had for nine consecutive years the
lowest violent crime rate in the nation based upon FBI statistics for cities of more than
100,000.

From a police perspective, Irvine’s geographic-policing model is designed to bring
residents, businesses and government closer together to identify problems and find
solutions to neighborhood and community-wide issues.

The City’s Business Community Officer program works closely with members of Irvine’s
business centers and retail community. Business Community Officers patrol shopping
centers and other commercial business complexes, making themselves available to
address business specific issues including crime prevention and other “quality of life”
issues affecting those working and shopping in Irvine’s business community.

Frequently Asked Questions about Irvine

4. How much is a City business license?
It is fixed at a flat rate of $50 annually regardless of the size of the business.

5. What is available in Irvine for corporate meetings and conferences?
Irvine has 14 hotels ranging from AAA four-diamond and all-suites properties, to boutique

and economy with nearly 3,400 sleeping rooms and thousands of square feet of flexible
meeting space. Irvine offers numerous distinctive meeting and off-site venues. The Irvine
Chamber of Commerce’s Destination Irvine program provides assistance with planning just
about every detail of an event including proposal requests, site selection, itinerary planning
and activity arrangements. For information and assistance, contact Destination Irvine at
949.660.9112 or destinationirvine.com.

6. Who is the City of Irvine’s economic development partner?
The Irvine Chamber of Commerce partners with the City to promote, maintain and

enhance the economic strength of the Irvine community. This is accomplished, in part,
through the Irvine Hotel Improvement District (HID). HID is designed to promote tourism
within the City; attract, recruit and retain businesses; and furnish cultural programs in public
areas within the community. Multiple programs within the Chamber of Commerce support
an economic development strategy.

7. For the busy business owner and
employee, and for the traveler looking to
unwind, what major events are just around
the bend in the City of Irvine?

The annual Irvine Global Village Festival will
be held from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. September 28 at Bill
Barber Park. A free public event, it is the City’s
signature cultural event with performances,
booths and food. Information: cityofirvine.org.

The U.S. Department of Energy Solar
Decathlon 2013 and XPO will be held October 3-
6 and October 10-13 at the Orange County
Great Park. Twenty collegiate teams from around
the country will compete for the best of show as
they showcase their unique solar-powered
houses in this free public event. There is much
more, with special days and special events.
Information: the-XPO.org.

Cirque du Soleil’s traveling show, “Totem,”
opens November 21 at the Orange County Great
Park. See a performance that lives up to the
Cirque’s definition, “a dramatic mix of circus arts
and street entertainment.” For information and
tickets: cirquedusoleil.com/totem.

8. How does UC Irvine benefit local business as an educational component and
entrepreneurial opportunity?

Since its founding in 1965, UC Irvine has brought the strengths of a major research
university to the Irvine business community through a portfolio of business services and
collaborative opportunities such as knowledge transfer partnerships.

In addition: The Paul Merage School of Business at UC Irvine combines the academic
strengths and best traditions of the University of California with the cutting-edge,
entrepreneurial spirit of Orange County in the heart of America’s Tech Coast. Overall: As
one of the country’s most renowned public universities, UCI is also one of the world’s best
young universities under age 50. Its 50th anniversary year is 2015.

9. Another key component to the educational quality in Irvine is the City’s support of
public schools: What is Measure BB?

The City of Irvine supports its public schools with more than $8 million a year in direct
and in-kind support. Voters in November 2012 approved an “Irvine Support Our Schools
Initiative” (Measure BB) expanding the City’s multi-million-dollar support of Irvine Unified
School District schools and those Irvine campuses served by Tustin Unified School District
through fiscal year 2015-2016. The Initiative allocates $2.5 million annually to the Irvine
Educational Partnership Fund program and $1.5 million annually to the Challenge Match
Grant program. The allocations come from the City’s General Fund; no new taxes were or
will be imposed.Photo by Tim Knight

Photo by Marci Gonzalez

Photo by Daniel Anderson
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n Oct. 29, 2012, I was home watching
television and the devastation caused
by Superstorm Sandy along the

Northeast coast of the United States. Sandy
left a trail of destruction, power failures and
massive flooding.  Millions of people in the
New York metropolitan region and New
Jersey were left without food, shelter and
power. 

I remember thinking to myself, I have to
help somehow. 

As an Edison International employee, I’m
part of the company’s “Ready When the Time
Comes” initiative, an American Red Cross
training program that prepares volunteers to
serve in times of crisis. I was notified by the
American Red Cross that disaster volunteers
were needed to help in New York and signed
up.

Responding to a request for mutual aid
from Consolidated Edison Company of New
York, Southern California Edison (a
subsidiary of Edison International) dispatched personnel, vehicles and a multitude of
equipment to help Hurricane Sandy’s restoration efforts. In addition, Edison International,
the parent company of Southern California Edison, provided support with the only “Ready
When the Time Comes” corporate team in the nation (of which I am a member) to assist
with Superstorm Sandy relief efforts.

As a community investment project manager who manages Edison’s American Red
Cross partnership, I, along with four other Edison employees trained in mass shelter care,
was deployed for nine days to help the American Red Cross with shelter operations in New
York. We worked 12-hour night shifts helping hundreds of displaced individuals and
families at shelters in Brooklyn and on Staten Island where they received temporary
shelter and meals. 

Crowded inside the shelters were people of all ages and socio-economic classes. Many
were stressed; isolated and expressed fear at the thought of having lost everything.
Important documents such as their Social Security card, insurance information and other
records were gone. 

The most important take away from this experience was the importance of individual
preparedness. Disasters do not discriminate. 

Recognizing that Southern California is one of the most at-risk areas for natural
disasters and extreme weather events, Edison International donated $1.5 million to the

Local Volunteers Respond to Super Storm Sandy
by Melissa Amador, Edison International and American Red Cross Volunteer

American Red Cross last year – signing on as
the founding partner to PrepareSoCal. The
three-year initiative is a Southern California
wide campaign to engage families, businesses
and organizations to prepare for a catastrophic
disaster like a major earthquake.

Working with the American Red Cross, I’ve
learned that only six percent of Californians
consider themselves prepared for a major
disaster. There’s still a lot of work to be done. 

With a population of nearly 23 million in
Southern California, the risk of being
unprepared means a large earthquake or
other calamity could cripple the region and
result in enormous casualties. Your chances of
survival are increased by being prepared — at
home, in the workplace, at school and on the
road.

The American Red Cross has made it easy
with three simple steps you can do to improve
your preparedness level:

Get a kit. Know what supplies should go
into a disaster kit. Understand the importance of water and how much to store in case of a
disaster.

Make a plan. Create a plan before a disaster occurs. Talk about your plan with other
household members and practice.

Be informed. Learn about the disasters that could happen in your area. Find out about
local resources.

Since Hurricane Sandy, we’ve seen other disasters such as the Oklahoma tornadoes and
California wildfires. We are still witnessing the disaster cycle in these communities with
recovery ongoing and steps being taken to prepare for the next event. 

As we embark on the one year anniversary of Superstorm Sandy, my hope is that stories
like this and other national and local disasters make people aware that the time to get
prepared is now. I encourage other businesses and organizations to get involved with the
American Red Cross the same way Edison International has supported this important
cause. 

By partnering with the American Red Cross to expand its reach, businesses can
especially help underserved communities become more resilient. 

To learn how you and your business can take the first step in preparedness, visit
PrepareSoCal.org. Don’t forget to register for the American Red Cross 29th Annual Disaster
Preparedness Academy on October 30 at the Anaheim Convention Center.

O
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ome buyers will be treated to Orange
County’s newest and most anticipated
lifestyle opportunity in late September when

Pavilion Park, the first of Irvine’s Great Park
Neighborhoods surrounding the Orange County
Great Park, celebrates its grand opening.

Pavilion Park encompasses 31 single-family
detached model homes in 10 residential collections presented by eight leading
homebuilders.  Designed to appeal to a broad spectrum of buyers, from young couples
and families with children to empty nesters and multi-generational families, homes range
in size from approximately 1,700 square feet to over 4,200 square feet with two- and
three-car garages, three to five bedrooms and up to 5.5 bathrooms. Many also feature
outdoor living with California Rooms and built-in fireplaces.  Prices range from the
$700,000s to over $1.5 million.

Many unique qualities set Pavilion Park apart from conventional neighborhoods: an
authentic, friendly ambiance; classic American Heritage architecture that recalls small
towns of the past; streets lined with more than 150 heritage trees that give the
neighborhood a sense of maturity, a neighborhood garden and greenhouse that recall the
farming culture of the region; bikeable/walkable streets and trails that promote healthy
active lifestyles; and the neighborhood’s centerpiece: a more than five-acre park where
residents will enjoy amenities that include a terrace, outdoor kitchen, swimming pool, spa,
children’s play area, sport courts and an expansive lawn.

Pavilion Park’s 10 residential collections feature unique interpretations of the American
Heritage architectural theme, exceptionally livable floor plans and an array of today’s
latest advancements in home design and construction.

K. Hovnanian Homes’ Harmony collection includes 45 luxury residences that feature
functional and comfortable everyday solutions with spacious living areas that open to
gourmet kitchens, breezy California rooms, versatile bonus rooms and mud rooms.
Personalizing opportunities include walls that open up to outdoor living, a convenient
prep kitchen for the family gourmet, a private suite for extended family and relaxing
upstairs decks.

Lennar is presenting three collections, all of which offer Lennar’s Next Gen® – The
Home Within a Home® floor plan, designed for multi-generational living. The Beachwood
collection has 90 extraordinary homes that include desirable single-story homes and
spacious two-story homes. The Roundtree collection presents 75 charming new family-
size homes filled with special touches and high-quality craftsmanship. And the Rosemist
collection includes 52 sprawling two-story homes designed with families in mind and
flexible floor plans that offer California rooms, porches, decks and bonus rooms.
Beachwood and Rosemist will also be enhanced by upgraded appliances and cabinetry,
granite kitchen countertops and numerous other examples of Lennar’s Everything’s
Included program.

Pulte Homes’ Hawthorn is an intimate collection of 46 homes that includes two
designs that are unique to Irvine: a convenience-oriented single-level floor-plan and two-
story homes with a first-floor master suite.  Consumer inspired enhancements are led by
guest suites, home offices, bonus rooms, abundant storage and convenient drop zones at
the owners’ entries.

Richmond American Homes’ Birch Trail collection features 88 rustic, yet accessible
homes in a neighborhood offering the best of all worlds – flanked on one side by

H

Pavillion Park Grand Opening Marks
Debut of Irvine’s Great Park Neighborhoods

mountain wilderness and city-life amenities on
the other.

Ryland Homes’ Melrose collection includes
61 homes that display classical elegance
inspired by communities such as old town
Pasadena. Three two-story floor plans offer up

to five bedrooms and/or complete living suites to accommodate multigenerational living.
All three homes also encompass loft or bonus rooms as secondary entertainment areas.
The largest floor plan is the only new home in Irvine to offer a four-car garage.

Shea Homes’ Sagewood collection showcases 103 homes that are perfect for
expanding families to share special celebrations and moments to call their own. With
their indoor-outdoor living, beautiful star-filled evenings will soon become a favorite,
while the gourmet kitchen provides the perfect setting for creating an appetizing meal of
farm-fresh, local ingredients for every occasion.

Taylor Morrison’s Springhouse collection features 83 two-story homes that celebrate
three enduring, iconic American Heritage architectural styles – Farmhouse, American
Cottage and Classic Spanish – each reimagined for contemporary lifestyles. 

William Lyon Homes’ Whistler collection has 83 homes designed with eclectic curb
appeal and charming two-story living spaces where residents can plan for the future
surrounded by comfort and style. The presence of wide, comfortable rear yards offers
families the ideal setting for outdoor dining, entertaining and playing.

Pavilion Park is close to a multitude of regional attractions, including Limestone
Canyon Regional Park, Whiting Ranch Wilderness Park and a full complement of
shopping, dining and entertainment opportunities at the Irvine Spectrum Center. In
addition, all of Irvine’s office and business parks are just a short distance away, and the
133 and 241 Toll Roads make it easy to travel to destinations throughout South Orange
County and the Inland Empire.

Children living at Pavilion Park will have the advantage of attending Irvine public
schools, which rank among the best in California. Their state-of-the-art classrooms and
overall educational excellence will pay dividends to students today and throughout their
lives. After graduating from high school, students can continue their education close to
home at three nearby colleges within Irvine: Irvine Valley College, Concordia University
and University of California, Irvine.

Anchored in the values of Irvine and designed to enrich residents’ lives in a variety of
innovative ways with a mix of shops, schools, offices and parks – all close to home – the
Great Park Neighborhoods will be a collection of unique neighborhoods joined together
by walking and biking trails that will eventually connect to open space, future
neighborhoods, the Orange County Great Park, the Irvine Transportation Center and the
larger Irvine and Orange County Bikeway systems. 

FivePoint Communities Management Inc. is the development manager of Great Park
Neighborhoods, the only master planned community adjacent to the Orange County
Great Park. This community is in the City of Irvine, which is recognized as one of
America’s safest cities and home to the award-winning Irvine Unified School District.
The neighborhoods will have a variety of residential choices and an innovative blend of
“main street” retail, office and educational uses.

For more information, visit www.greatparkneighborhoods.com.

Ryland Homes’ Melrose collection at Pavilion Park features 61 homes with three distinctive
architecturally styled two-story floor plans with approximately 3,900-4,223 square feet and
priced from the mid $1,000,000s.

Taylor Morrison’s Springhouse collection at Pavilion Park features 83 homes that celebrate
enduring, iconic American Heritage with approximately 2,161-2,481 square feet and priced
from the upper $700,000s.

Shea Homes’ Sagewood collection at Pavilion Park showcases 103 homes that are perfect
for growing families with approximately 2,515-2,960 square feet and priced from the
$900,000s.

Lennar’s Beachwood collection at Pavilion Park has 90 extraordinary homes that include
desirable single-story homes and spacious two-story homes with approximately 1,767-
2,691 square feet and priced from the $800,000s.
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ia Motors is one of the world’s
fastest-moving global automotive
brands. Since the opening of its

custom-built, $130 million corporate
campus in Irvine in early-2008, the
company has transformed into one of the
industry’s most compelling success
stories. Kia’s U.S. marketing and
distribution arm, Kia Motors America
(KMA), is one of only three auto brands to
increase sales in the United States in each
of the past four years, and last year the
company surpassed the 500,000 unit
sales mark for the first time. KMA, which
has called Irvine home for 20 years, has
set one sales and market-share record
after another by offering vehicles that
combine European-influenced styling with
cutting-edge technologies, premium
amenities and one of the lowest costs of
ownership on the market.

Kia is recognized as an industry leader
in automotive styling, thanks in large part
to Kia Design Center America, which sits
right next door to Kia’s U.S. headquarters
in Irvine. This design studio has churned
out one game-changing model after the
next, including the wildly popular Soul
urban passenger vehicle as well as the sleek and sporty Forte Koup, which, in addition to
being a hit with customers, proved successful as the foundation for Kia’s championship-
winning North American road racing program.

Kia’s historic rise is also the result of breakthrough marketing initiatives that have
significantly increased awareness, perception and consideration for the brand and its
vehicles. “Connecting through music, sports, pop-culture and digital experiences, the Kia
brand has reached the young and the young-at-heart with memorable campaigns centered
around music-loving hamsters, some of the most memorable Super Bowl ads in recent
memory, NBA All-Star Blake Griffin dunking over an Optima and many others, all of which
are designed to deliver the message that Kia is a dynamic, fun company that offers
something different in the marketplace,” said Michael Sprague, executive vice president,
marketing and communications, KMA.

Looking ahead, the recent launch of the all-new 2014 Cadenza, Kia’s most powerful and
technologically-advanced vehicle ever in the U.S., signals a new era for the brand as it
continues to grow and mature.

And that future course is being charted right here in Orange County, in the City of Irvine,
which we proudly call home.

An Architectural Gateway
Kia’s 21.7-acre campus was designed to serve as a distinctive architectural gateway to

the city as well as an example of an eco-friendly work environment. Signature design
elements include a 10,000-square foot lobby with soaring 40-foot ceilings and glass
walls that create a spacious, light-filled gathering place for team members
while bringing an indoor/outdoor feel to a modern structure.

In addition, the many open spaces throughout the building are
intended to promote collaboration among team members, while
the building’s modern design and amenities, such as the on-site
fitness center and dining facilities, are meant to generate pride
and camaraderie in the workplace.

And as part of Kia’s partnership with the local community, the
company’s corporate headquarters is regularly made available for
use by various organizations for meetings and other events.

On the green front, Kia was one of the first companies in Irvine to
voluntarily install a bio swale system in the parking lot to remove silt and pollution from
surface water runoff. The landscaping features drought-resistant plants and a sophisticated
irrigation system that uses reclaimed water.

All of these aspects of Kia’s campus were recognized in 2012 when the company was
awarded Architectural Record’s coveted “Good Design is Good Business” award.

Work/Life Balance
People are the heart and soul of Kia Motors, and the company strives to create a work

environment that promotes balance, wellness and pride for all its employees. To attract and
retain the brightest and best people, team members are offered outstanding health
benefits, innovative training programs, a 401K match percentage that is above the industry
average and a generous team member vehicle lease program.

Aside from these perks, Kia has also instituted such initiatives as a wellness and fitness
program, and is in the process of exploring other new avenues to promote work/life
balance. Team member surveys have also been implemented on an annual basis to gather
additional insights on enriching the work environment and corporate culture.

By providing an inspiring place to work and many ongoing opportunities, Kia has enjoyed
workforce growth each year since opening its new facility. With now almost 500 full-time
team members, and a growing internship program that draws heavily from local
universities, Kia is proud to be a contributing factor to Irvine’s economic and educational
development.

Community Engagement
Kia has made tremendous strides in recent years, not only in sales and growth, but also

in the areas of community engagement, philanthropy and volunteerism. Becoming a
respected corporate citizen has become a key area of focus for Kia, with the support of
various campaigns to benefit social causes on both the local and national stages. As part of
these efforts, Kia has also sponsored a number of worthwhile Irvine- and Orange County-
based initiatives through funds and employee-volunteer efforts.

In 2012, Kia launched its first-ever national philanthropic partnership with

K
Kia Motors

DonorsChoose.org, an innovative online
charity that makes it easy for individuals to
support public school students and
teachers in need. Kia funded a Double Your
Impact matching campaign that raised
more than $2 million to provide much-
needed educational resources to hundreds
of thousands of public schools students
across the country. The partnership fulfilled
more than 5,700 project requests from
teachers and impacted nearly 500,000
students nationwide. In 2013, Kia has once
again partnered with DonorsChoose.org,
launching a back-to-school matching
program for August and September that will
provide resources to schools across the
country and targets a two-year goal of more
than $5 million in total support for public
education.

Kia also recently announced a nationwide
partnership as the official vehicle and
presenting sponsor of the B.R.A.K.E.S. (Be
Responsible and Keep Everyone Safe)
Teen Pro-Active Driving School, a program
to help educate teenagers and their parents
about the importance of responsible driving
habits. Kia’s support includes a fleet of 32
vehicles.

Other recent large-scale CSR initiatives include the support of the American Red Cross
during relief efforts for Hurricane Sandy and the devastating tornadoes in Moore, Okla., as
well as involvement in DC Entertainment’s “We Can Be Heroes” charitable campaign to
raise awareness and funds for the hunger crisis in the Horn of Africa.

On the local level, Kia ardently supports a number of Irvine- and Orange County-based
organizations and events, including:

� Children’s Hospital of Orange County: Kia is the largest supporter of the annual 
CHOC Walk in terms of sponsorship

� Orange County Fire Authority/Rio Hondo Training Facility: For years Kia has 
donated prototype cars and CUVs to be used for vehicle extrication training and 
teaching rescue techniques in real-world accidents and scenarios. To date, Kia has 
donated more than 150 vehicles valued at more than $2.2 million.

� University of California, Irvine: Kia presents annual scholarship funds in the amount 
of $25,000 to the UCI Foundation

� Irvine Police Association: Sponsorship of ‘Concert on the Green’
� Irvine Community Alliance Fund: Sponsorship of Irvine Global Village event
� Irvine Public Schools Foundation: Sponsorship of annual fundraising Gala, which is 

hosted at Kia’s headquarters
� Families Forward: Team members donate and deliver food, clothing and supplies to 

local families in need
Kia team members continually give their time, energy and expertise to help these and

other such local causes. To that end, Kia has now established a Volunteer Impact
Program, which provides each team member with up to eight hours of paid

time off annually to volunteer for approved charitable organizations, as
a more direct means to organize team member involvement in

future community projects.

Leading a Design-Led Transformation
A few years before Kia opened its Irvine-based stand-alone

design center, a new philosophy around vehicle styling was taking
shape at the company. Under the direction of Global Head of

Design, Peter Schreyer – formerly of Audi and Volkswagen – Kia
earned a reputation as one of the industry’s design leaders by delivering one

eye-catching vehicle after another. A large part of the design-led transformation originated
at the Irvine studio.

As a self-sustaining creative think tank, the design center, itself, is a work of art that
features a cantilevered steel mesh canopy and a full glass façade. The structure is defined
by interesting angles and unique proportions, all of which speak to an overall vehicle design
approach that defies convention and establishes its own unique perspective. Here, Kia’s
U.S. design team does its ground-breaking work.

Kia Design Center America’s most recent achievement has been the all-new 2014 Soul,
the newest iteration of Kia’s iconic and world-renown urban passenger vehicle, which first
burst onto the scene back in 2009. Aside from being responsible for some of Kia’s most
eye-catching production vehicles, the design center has also penned a number of
innovative concept cars that have informed the creative direction of both the Kia brand and
the automobile industry as a whole.

What’s Next?
After introducing seven all-new or significantly redesigned vehicles this year alone, Kia

now readies itself for the next round of product launches. With unveilings set for all four
major upcoming U.S. auto shows – Los Angeles, Detroit, Chicago and New York – the Kia
brand is poised for more growth and recognition moving forward.

With leadership from Group President and CEO, Mr. Byung Mo Ahn, Kia Motors
America’s future in the U.S. is bright. The brand will continue to look for new opportunities
to enhance its position within a very competitive automotive industry. At the same time, Kia
will continue to assert itself as an engaged corporate citizen intent on positive change in the
community and the world at large.

Kia is proud to be a part of the thriving Irvine business landscape. Especially as the
brand begins to move into a more upmarket echelon marked by the arrival of its all-new
Cadenza sedan. Together, the company and the city are an excellent match, working as
partners as they each grow and flourish, now and in years to come.

Kia Motors America. www.kia.com

Kia Soul
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close, fun walk to drop off or pick up your child from school is one of the benefits
of living in the Villages of Irvine®. Thoughtful planning goes into the building of
each neighborhood, with decisions about the close proximity of schools to homes –

an important factor according to homebuyer feedback – given key consideration.
Locating educational facilities – including major universities, local community colleges,

elementary, middle schools and some of the best high schools in the U.S. – close to homes
has always been one of the key planning principles that have guided the building of the
Villages of Irvine®. Elementary schools are the most prevalent; almost every village has
one. Secondary schools are larger and private and public high schools serve citywide
functions and usually are located close to residential villages. Private, public and junior
colleges are located throughout the city, with the largest being the University of California,
Irvine.

Jeffrey Trail Middle School, Irvine Unified School District’s newest middle school, opened
its doors on September 10. The new school, located in Cypress Village, serves seventh-
and eighth-grade students.

Classrooms are designed to encourage student participation, with desk shapes and
configurations varying by classroom. Teachers wear lapel microphones that utilize audio
speakers positioned in all four corners of each classroom – ensuring that the teacher can
be heard by all of the students, regardless of their desk location.

The school’s computer lab includes a number of desktop computers, but also is designed
with space that allows students to work on laptops and tablet computers if they desire. A
video production studio is located behind the school’s multipurpose room, and will allow
students to shoot and edit digital video. A live, student-produced weekly television news
show is planned. Additionally, students will be able to integrate video projects into their
classroom projects.

Innovative design. The latest technological advances. Walking close to homes in the
neighborhood. These are all hallmarks of schools built within the Villages of Irvine®.

The schools within the Villages of Irvine® are best known, however, for high
achievement, continuing to rank among the best performing schools in California.

Irvine Unified School District (IUSD) students once again outpaced their county and state
counterparts on standard tests, according to the latest batch of test scores released by the
California Department of Education.

California Standard Tests (CSTs) are taken each spring to measure student knowledge of
the state’s content standards in grades 2 through 11. In each subject, scores are divided into
five levels of achievement:  advanced, proficient, basic, below basic and far below basic.

The latest results revealed that 83% of IUSD students scored in the proficient and
advanced ranges in English language arts in 2013, and 81.4% did the same in math.
Statewide, 56.4% were proficient or better in English and 52.1% met this mark in math. In
Orange County, the proficiency rates were 64.6% for English and 60.8% for math.

“By any measuring stick – test scores, graduation rates, students who move on to higher
education – the Irvine Unified School District is one of the finest in the state, and the
nation,” said Tom Veal, vice president for Irvine Company Community Development. “These
new CST statistics are just another barometer of all of the outstanding things that are
happening in Irvine schools. Nearly four out of five students scored proficient or better on
the math and English portions, as the students clearly remain among the best in California.”

New homebuyers have numerous opportunities across the Villages of Irvine®, including
Cypress Village, the Village of Portola Springs, the Village of Stonegate and the Village of
Woodbury™. School boundaries for village residents are determined by the Irvine Unified
School District.

The schools serving the Village of Stonegate are nationally recognized for their school
and student performances well above state and national averages, as well as
comprehensive programs in academics, the arts and athletics. Residents have access to
the highly acclaimed Stonegate Elementary School – a California Distinguished School
where one of the teachers was honored with the prestigious “Teacher of the Year” Award by
the Irvine Unified School District. Students attend the new Jeffrey Trail Middle School and
then Northwood High School, one of the U.S. Department of Education’s Blue Ribbon
School award winners.

Cypress Village offers residents everything families want and need to thrive now and in

A

Another Walking-Close School Opens 
in the Villages of Irvine®

the years to come. Offering the next
generation in new home designs,
Cypress Village provides residents with
resort-style recreation for the young and
young at heart, a convenient setting near
your favorite places and acres of parks
for fun in the sun, and is conveniently
located just moments away from the
region’s premier shopping, dining and
entertainment. Students will attend the
future Cypress Village Elementary
School (scheduled to open fall 2014) and
Jeffrey Trail Middle School, which
opened this September, and Irvine High
School.

The Village of Portola Springs® offers
residents a community unlike any other,
with sweeping views of Loma Ridge and
vast expanses of protected open space.
Close to a variety of amenities designed
to make the most of the pristine natural
environment, Portola Springs features
beautiful homes in an array of inspired
architectural styles that are just minutes
from the region’s premier shopping,
dining and entertainment. Students
attend the just-opened Jeffrey Trail
Middle School, and Northwood High
School.

The award-winning Village of
Woodbury™ was inspired by classic
American small towns and villages of the past. A traditional grid design encompasses
unique “districts” of residential homes, highlighted by 16 neighborhood parks positioned
around “The Commons” – a 30-acre central gathering place with athletic fields, a tot lot,
recreation center and swimming pools close to miles of open space trails and paseos,
award-winning schools, diverse shopping and dining, and much more.  Students attend
Woodbury Elementary School, Sierra Vista Middle School and Irvine High School.

For more information about the new homes available throughout the Villages of Irvine®,
including office hours for the Sales Galleries, visit www.VillagesofIrvineLiving.com.

MW Northwood High School - Northwood High School

The NAMM Foundation named Irvine one of the
“Best Communities for Music Education” in 2013.

The newly opened Jeffrey Trail Middle School

School Walk – Award-winning Irvine Unified School District
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oreLogic provides information intelligence to identify and manage growth opportunities,
improve business performance and mitigate risk. Whether in real estate, mortgage
finance, insurance, capital markets, transportation or government, our clients turn to us

as a market leader for comprehensive data, analytics and services.
Working collaboratively, we help deliver value across our clients’ business operations. Our

industry experts address challenges, acting quickly to construct and present innovative, cost-
effective solutions to business problems. And, as a single, trusted source, we are committed to
making the experience of doing business with us as easy as possible.

Key personnel
Key personnel at CoreLogic include: Anand Nallathambi, President & CEO; Frank Martell,

CFO; George Livermore, Group Executive, Global Sales & Client Strategy; Barry Sando,
Group Executive, Mortgage Origination & Asset Management and Processing Solutions; and
Terry Theologides, Senior Vice President, General Counsel & Secretary.

Number of company employees
Approximately 5,000; 500 in Orange County

Deep Data
We collect and maintain the most comprehensive and current property, mortgage and

C
CoreLogic®

financial databases in the United States, Australia and New Zealand and have a growing
presence in the United Kingdom, Canada, Mexico and India. Our databases encompass more
than 3.3 billion property and financial records.

We apply an exacting set of processes to ensure the highest standards of data quality,
deployed on platforms that enable us to store, sort and analyze data quickly and deliver it to
our clients in simple, easy-to-use formats.

Services include:
� Automated Valuations
� Alternative Credit Reporting
� Location Information
� Property Information 

Actionable Analytics
We create tools that analyze our data and client data to

identify opportunity, predict performance, gauge trends
and detect risk. Our innovative analytic tools include
algorithm-based models, pattern recognition software to
expose hidden risk and avert losses, credit merge logic, portfolio monitoring, renter analytics
and predictive modeling.

Services include:
� MLS Technology and Services
� Mortgage Fraud Management
� Rental Screening and Analytics

Tailored Technology
We develop technology applications and platforms that automate and streamline workflows

for mortgage lenders and servicers, capital market investors and real estate sales
professionals. Our cloud-based loan origination and asset management platforms offer the
flexibility and convenience of secure, on-demand computing.

We offer a broad range of technology solutions, providing immediate access to:
� Comprehensive property ownership and transaction history
� Automated valuation model (AVM) reports and cascades
� Risk and fraud management applications
� Multiple Listing Services delivering multitasking, agent/client collaboration
� Interactive mapping tools
� Natural hazard risk exposure analytics

Smarter Services
CoreLogic arranges its teams and processes to reflect the way our clients do business,

deploying teams to provide consultation and help clients manage fluctuating business volumes.
We offer a broad range of managed and advisory services, including:
� Property tax management: Our national network of Regional Service Centers

(RSCs) and Local Government Solutions Specialists ensure fast and accurate property 
tax data exchange between mortgage servicers, taxing authorities and borrowers.

� Flood services: Our portfolio services professionals oversee the automated loading of 
flood information to clients systems. They can ensure transfer of servicers and 
changes in loan status notifications as well as payoffs.

� Advisory and consulting services: We help clients transition from post-crisis defense to 
recovery-focused offense. Areas of expertise include: Mortgage Servicing, Rights 
Valuation, ALLL Regulations Compliance, REO-to-Rental Portfolio Analytics and Basel 
III Portfolio Analysis.

� Staff augmentation: Our Rapid Deployment Teams offer uniquely skilled personnel that 
can be stood-up in days—not months, as a strike force to address areas of critical 
need.

� Loan modification and foreclosure audits: Our loss mitigation experts provide complete 
and compliant loan documentation services to support all Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac 
and HUD loan modification programs.

Experience Breeds Confidence
Led by a seasoned, progressive management team, CoreLogic builds business relationships

nationally and globally. Our consistent delivery of comprehensive solutions, focus on clients’
success, and track record of results makes CoreLogic the preferred resource for a broad array
of businesses. Headquartered in Irvine, Calif., CoreLogic operates in seven countries.

Corporate Details
40 Pacifica, Suite 900

Irvine, CA 92618
800.426.1466

www.corelogic.com

NYSE Bell Ring photo cutline: On June 11, to celebrate three years as a public company,
CoreLogic was honored to ring the Closing Bell at the NYSE. Photo credit: NYSE
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ernards is a nationally ranked commercial builder headquartered in Los Angeles,
with four additional regional offices throughout the West and Southwest, including
an Irvine location. 

A leader in sustainable design and construction practices, Bernards is proud to sponsor
two Southern California collegiate teams for the U.S. Department of Energy Solar
Decathlon 2013 — the University of Southern California (USC) and the Southern
California Institute of Architecture (SCI-Arc)/CalTech. This year’s event will take place
for the first time on the West Coast over two weekends from October 3-13, 2013 at
Orange County Great Park, in Irvine, Calif.

The overall goal of the Solar Decathlon is to educate both the participating students
and the general public about the cost-saving opportunities and environmental benefits
provided by the energy-efficient solutions, clean-energy products and design solutions

B

Green Leader Bernards Sponsors Local Universities
in International Solar Decathlon 2013

U.S. Department of Energy Solar Decathlon 2013
to be held at Orange County Great Park

available today. This event challenges
collegiate teams to design, build and
operate solar-powered houses that are
affordable, energy efficient and
aesthetically pleasing.

According to Bernards’ Director of
Sustainability, Rick Fochtman, “The green
building market continues to grow in
California, and improvements in energy
efficiency are integral to both new
construction and renovation projects. This
trend will accelerate as California
promotes its ambitious goal to make all
new Construction Net Zero Energy (NZE)
over the next 20 years.”

NZE status requires that buildings
generate as much energy as they
consume, without creating a carbon
footprint. California’s goal is far reaching –
the state aims to attain statewide NZE
status for all new residential buildings by
2020, and commercial buildings by
2030.The University of Southern
California’s 2013 entry, The fluxHome™,
is an accessible prototype model for
energy-independent, low-cost housing.
Following the Decathlon, the fluxHome™
will be donated to a local family in the
University Park Neighborhood, which is
home to the USC campus. The SCI-Arc /
CalTech team will unveil DALE – the
Dynamic Augmented Living
Environment – at this year’s competition.

Min Zavarella, Bernards’ Preconstruction
Director based in Irvine and a USC
fluxHome™ mentor, said that “Watching
the evolution of The fluxHome™, and the
evolution of these wonderful students as
architects and builders, has been
extremely rewarding. Their futures are now
permanently linked to the sustainable
movement. I am proud to know them, and
proud of the work they have done.”

“We are excited to be part of this year’s
Solar Decathlon 2013,” said Vice President
of Preconstruction Services, Steve
Pellegren, “California is the nation’s
ground zero for sustainability and solar
energy. Our project and LEED
professionals have made themselves
available to support the student teams and
it has been a truly rewarding experience,”
he added.

The Solar Decathlon 2013 is open to the
public and can be visited from Thursday to
Sunday on two consecutive weekends,
October 3-6 and October 10-13, 2013 at
the Orange Country Great Park, in Irvine,
Calif.

For more information, visit
www.bernards.com.
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esidents across the Villages of Irvine® – Cypress Village, the Village of Portola
Springs®, the Village of Stonegate and the Village of Woodbury™ – are enjoying the
outstanding lifestyle produced by years of thoughtful planning by the Irvine

Company.
This unique, comprehensive approach to providing thriving, balanced communities has

created a nationally recognized school district where student performance is well above
state and national comparisons – with renowned schools within walking distance of your
front door; the safest city in America for nine consecutive years, according to the FBI; an
abundance of open space and recreation opportunities permanently protected throughout
the city; world-class dining, shopping and entertainment, as well as commercial and
employment centers strategically located close to villages to minimize travel time between
destination and home.

Money magazine, which ranked Irvine sixth on its “Best Places to Live” list, noted:
“Thanks to smart planning, this big city can feel surprisingly small.”

The Orange County Business Journal reported earlier this year that Irvine’s jobs-to-
population ratio leads the nation’s 100 largest cities at 94.8%, and the California
Employment Development Department findings show that local unemployment numbers
are at 4.9% - below last year’s 6.1% and well below the U.S. and state’s unemployment
rate. Also, in August, Accounting Principals, a national recruiter for accounting and finance
professionals, ranked Irvine as the fourth best city in the U.S. to find a finance job. The
city’s economic environment was one of the factors used in formulating the rankings.
Finally, Irvine ranked third in 24/7 Wall Street’s listing of the Best-Run Cities in America,
based on local economy, fiscal management and quality of life measures.

None of this is by accident. Some of the key planning principles that have guided the
building of the Villages of Irvine include:

� Shopping centers planned and built in three levels. Neighborhood centers are the
smallest and are built as an integral part of each village so that they can serve the daily
needs of the residents. Community centers are slightly bigger than neighborhood centers.
Regional retail centers are located within commercial and employment districts. Because of
their close proximity to freeways, they attract from all over Orange County. The shopping
centers serve as public gathering spaces, as well as high-quality pedestrian environments.

� Educational facilities, including major universities, local community colleges,
elementary and high schools are located throughout the Villages of Irvine. Elementary
schools are the most prevalent; almost every village has one. Secondary schools are larger
and high schools serve citywide functions and usually are located close to residential
villages. Colleges are located throughout the city, with the largest being the University of
California, Irvine.

� Access to well-maintained recreation areas and vast open spaces are a hallmark of
the Villages of Irvine. Local parks help define neighborhoods, while community parks
identify villages. These parks provide large-scale active recreation and parkways and trails

R
The Villages of Irvine® – Masterfully Planned by the Irvine Company

link villages to open space across the city, and region. Permanently protected open space
provides even more opportunities for recreation.

� Infrastructure across the Villages of Irvine was carefully planned so that it could
eventually accommodate the build-out of the villages. Systems have been designed so
that they can be enhanced and phased as necessary. Highlights of this system include a
hierarchical circulation system and an extensive reclaimed water system.

New homebuyers have numerous opportunities across the Villages of Irvine, including
Cypress Village, the Village of Portola Springs, the Village of Stonegate and the Village of
Woodbury.

Cypress Village offers residents everything families want and need to thrive now and in
the years to come. Offering the next generation in new home designs, Cypress Village
provides residents with resort-style recreation for the young and young at heart, a
convenient setting near your favorite places and acres of parks for fun in the sun, and is
conveniently located just moments away from the region’s premier shopping, dining and
entertainment. Students will attend the future Cypress Village Elementary School
(scheduled to open fall 2014) and Jeffrey Trail Middle School, which opened this
September; both schools are conveniently located within the Village and are part of the
heralded Irvine Unified School District.  

The Village of Portola Springs® offers residents a community unlike any other, with
sweeping views of Loma Ridge and vast expanses of protected open space. Close to a
variety of amenities designed to make the most of the pristine natural environment,
Portola Springs features beautiful homes in an array of inspired architectural styles that
are just minutes from the region’s premier shopping, dining and entertainment.

The Village of Stonegate offers residents a distinctive and charming lifestyle which
includes intimate neighborhood enclaves unlike any the region. Families enjoy four
different parks – with two additional parks scheduled to open this year – that include a
Junior Olympic pool with a spa and wading pool, a softball/youth baseball field with
soccer overlay, basketball courts, sand volleyball, tot lot, barbecues and picnic tables.
Close to the region’s premier shopping, dining and entertainment, these homes are also
within walking distance to Stonegate Park, the Jeffrey Open Space Trail and Woodbury™
Town Center.

The award-winning Village of Woodbury™ was inspired by classic American small
towns and villages of the past. A traditional grid design encompasses unique “districts” of
residential homes, highlighted by 16 neighborhood parks positioned around “The
Commons” – a 30-acre central gathering place with athletic fields, a tot lot, recreation
center and swimming pools close to miles of open space trails and paseos, award-
winning schools, diverse shopping and dining, and much more.

For more information about the new homes available throughout the Villages of Irvine,
including office hours for the Sales Galleries, visit www.VillagesofIrvineLiving.com.

Enjoy life to the fullest with resort-style amenities. Nearby shopping at Irvine Spectrum Center®

Jeffrey Open Space Trail – Enjoy a leisurely stroll or jog along the Jeffrey Open Space Trail. Mulberry Plan 3 at Cypress Village in Irvine
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rvine was master planned to be an economic powerhouse. Strategic location.
Smart land management. Business-oriented governance. Strong industry clusters.
Dynamic workforce. High quality of life. Powerful college and university

connections.
So, it is not surprising that Irvine has a well-deserved reputation for being the address

of choice for Fortune 500 companies and world-class industry clusters. Irvine’s enviable
collection of top rankings for safety, livability, business climate, and countless other
recognitions contribute to its ability to attract the best companies and talent. And it is

I

Irvine’s Economic Vitality Drives Chamber Initiatives
The Irvine Chamber of Commerce energizes its business outreach and launches new focus on workforce development

preserving and polishing this economic
vitality that drives the Chamber’s business
development, outreach and the work of the
Economic Vitality Council.

One of the Chamber’s top priorities has
always been helping start-up companies
and entrepreneurs thrive and grow,
supporting member companies and
encouraging businesses to stay and
expand in Irvine. Working with talented
and generous members, and partners like
TriTech, the SBA and others; the Chamber
provides robust, multi-level business
education and consulting, connections to
financing, and trade and export channels.

When workforce development emerged
as a strategic priority from the Chamber
Board, the Economic Vitality Council saw
this as an opportunity to connect the
business development, outreach and
retention with the fundamental issues of
preparing our young people for tomorrow’s
jobs. At the core of this connection is the
quality and scope of Irvine’s educational
assets as they intersect with the industries
and businesses headquartered here.
Tackling this 21st century challenge
strengthens the Chamber’s role in helping
to sustain Irvine’s continued leadership in
business, education and quality of life into
the future.

With this forward-looking mission in
mind, members of the Economic Vitality
Council are participating in one of three
committees: Business Retention &
Expansion, Business Attraction, and
Economic & Workforce Development.
These committees are not just discussing
the challenges and opportunities, they are
responding to them.

Through a network of task forces,
members and community leaders are
contributing their time, expertise and
experience to explore and evaluate a
variety of issues. These task forces will
collect and evaluate research and data on
a broad range of business issues including
business trends, industry cluster research,
education synergies, internal and external
outreach, trade and global market
opportunities, sustainability, diversity, skills
gap analysis, workforce preparedness and
industry cluster connectivity, infrastructure,
and business attraction.

The task forces will then deliver briefing
papers on their findings and make
recommendations for action to the
Economic Vitality Council. This will start a
process designed to enlighten, inform and
empower the Economic Vitality Council
and the Chamber Board that will influence
policy and inspire continued growth.

This re-engineered and focused
approach to rallying valuable time and
talent to a common purpose recognizes
that the City of Irvine’s business-oriented
governance, its dedication to sustaining its
high quality of life and the strengths of its
investors and benefactors are
extraordinary assets in the marketplace.
The Chamber’s vital economic
development work benefits from a pro-
active and fully engaged business
community and a seamless public/private

partnership with the City of Irvine.
When viewed from the outside by company CEOs looking to relocate their companies

here or highly educated talent considering a position with an Irvine company or an Irvine
company thinking of expanding – working together magnifies our strengths and amplifies
our advantages while keeping Irvine competitive and prosperous into the future.

For more information, contact Linda H. DiMario, senior director, Economic Development
& Tourism, Irvine Chamber of Commerce at 949.502.4124 or
ldimario@irvinechamber.com.
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pectrum Pharmaceuticals Inc. is a rapidly growing, small biotechnology company
with offices in Irvine, CA. The company is fully integrated with expertise both in drug
development and commercialization.

Marketing Drugs Focused on Cancer
Spectrum is focused on developing and commercializing anti-cancer drugs and has a

diversified revenue stream and pipeline. It currently markets four cancer drugs that are
approved for niche cancer indications relating to the colon, blood and immune system.
Drugs marketed by Spectrum have often been used in patients who have little, if any, other
options for the treatment of their disease.

Growth Strategy
The company’s primary growth strategy is comprised of acquiring, developing and

commercializing a broad and diverse pipeline of late-stage clinical and commercial
products. Spectrum’s commercial success helps the company generate meaningful cash
flow which is used to diversify its revenue through acquisitions. Spectrum has acquired
three approved anti-cancer drugs at compelling valuations. Spectrum’s portfolio of drugs
has been built opportunistically, with an eye toward finding diamonds in the rough. Some of
the drugs have been obtained by recognizing underdeveloped potential, some by being in
the right place at the right time with the right financial position to obtain them, but there is a
general consistency in the portfolio. Almost all of the drugs developed or commercialized
are proprietary and oncology focused.

Strong Pipeline
The company has three drugs in late-stage development and several others in mid- and

early-stage development. Investigational drugs of the company are being evaluated in
several clinical trials, some of which are being conducted by the company and others by
independent investigators from the oncology community. Other clinical trials are being
conducted to expand indications of Spectrum’s existing marketed products.

Passionate People
The founder, chairman and CEO of the company Dr. Rajesh Shrotriya has steered the

company since its founding in 2002. In 2006, 2009 and again in 2012, Spectrum was voted
one of the best companies to work for in Orange County.

This level of dedication and performance has been fostered by the culture created by the
leadership of Spectrum.

� In 2004, the entire company participated in writing its mission, vision and values.
� The company has regular staff meetings at which these values are emphasized 

through employee awards and the reading of the personal pledge by new employees.
� Every candidate hired into Spectrum is personally interviewed by the CEO for 

evaluation of their commitment, dedication and passion to help patients.
Spectrum’s employees have an intense passion to identify, develop and deliver important

options for people suffering from cancer. Spectrum has attracted several seasoned
executives from industry-leading pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, who have
joined the company during the past year.

Solid Foundation for the Future
Since early 2008, when the FDA first approved FUSILEV® for sale in the United States,

Spectrum’s focus transformed from primarily drug development to that of a biotechnology
company with fully integrated commercial and drug development operations with a primary
focus in hematology and oncology. Now with the fourth product added to the portfolio,
Spectrum has the foundation to become a powerful force in the treatment of hematology
and oncology diseases.

S

Spectrum Pharmaceuticals - 
Redefining Cancer Care

Key Commercialization Milestones
Spectrum has evolved into a world-class commercial organization and has achieved

many key milestones over the years:
� In 2008, FDA-approved FUSILEV in osteosarcoma and methotrexate rescue
� Obtained full U.S commercial rights to Zevalin® in 2009; in 2011, the FDA-approved 

FUSILEV for metastatic colorectal cancer
� In 2012, acquired ex-U.S. rights for ZEVALIN® and initiated a Phase 3 Trial with 

ZEVALIN in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL)
� September 2012, acquired Allos Therapeutics and worldwide rights to FOLOTYN®

� July 2013, acquired Talon Therapeutics and launched a fourth marketed product, 
MARQIBO® in September

Spectrum has evolved into one of fastest growing oncology biotech companies, whose
passion and commitment is bringing therapies to patients who may have little or no
alternative treatment options. Spectrum’s marketed drugs, growing pipeline and passionate
team all serve as a strong foundation and platform for future growth.

For more information about Spectrum Pharmaceuticals, please call 949.743.6700 or visit
www.SPPIRX.com.

Spectrum is committed to bringing important therapies to cancer patients who have little, if any, other options for the treatment of their disease.

Spectrum Pharmaceutical's Irvine, CA office
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n the Irvine Spectrum, a center of innovation in
the City of Irvine, companies of all shapes and
sizes are fostering collaboration, boosting
productivity and growing their businesses in

unique and responsive workspaces from Irvine
Company Office Properties.

From high-rise offices to campus workplace
communities, companies are extending their brands and
cultures with spaces that make their employees want to
come to work. The result: enhanced recruiting and
retention and measurable gains in productivity.

“Since moving to our new space, we have been able
to measure a 14.9% productivity increase from our
employees,” said Piero G. Broccardo, vice president of
finance & strategic planning at Accurate Background
Inc., a provider of high-quality, customizable background
screening solutions for small to Fortune 50-size clients.
“We believe the major contributing factors are the highly
collaborative work environment and exciting design of
our space, which enable increased performance and
creativity.”

In April, Accurate Background moved to the Irvine
Business Center, a campus workplace community
minutes away from world-class shopping, dining and
entertainment at the Irvine Spectrum Center.

Along with other Irvine Business Center customers,
Accurate Background’s 250 employees enjoy the
campus’s outdoor people spaces with cafe-style
seating, complimentary WiFi and shaded lounge areas.

Accurate Background’s new progressive suite
features modern collaborative workspaces and social
gathering spots providing additional opportunities to
foster teamwork and innovation.

“We are proud of our new state-of-the-art
headquarters and feel that it represents our culture and
supports our high focus on customers very well,” said
Dave Dickerson, Accurate Background’s chief executive
officer. “With our growth trajectory, it was important that
our global headquarters support current needs while
also allowing for longer-term capacity demands.”

Accurate Background’s space ― and those of others
across the Irvine Spectrum ― are made possible by
Irvine Company Office Properties’ mission to align with the goals of its customers and drive
success.

“The Irvine Company understood and saw our vision for the facility and worked in close
partnership with us to meet our needs and make it happen,” Broccardo said.

As California’s leading provider of workplaces, Irvine Company Office Properties has the
flexibility and breadth to provide something for everyone in the Irvine Spectrum, from
prestigious high-rises to productive campus settings.

“We have the pleasure of working with customers large and small across California,” said
Steve Case, executive vice president of Irvine Company Office Properties. “That unique
vantage point allows us to implement the best of what we see into workplaces that offer

I

Flexibility Drives Innovation at Irvine Company Office Properties
Workspaces Align with Business Goals; ‘Workplace Communities’ Spur Innovation

enhanced flexibility, efficiency and productivity.”
Illuminate Education Inc., a provider of groundbreaking

Web-based products and services for schools and
educators, discovered this at Discovery Business Center,
a campus workplace community that makes the most of
its Southern California setting with outdoor work areas
with plush, comfortable seating, plug-ins for laptops and
Internet access.

“We have team members who could be working at
Google or Facebook,” said Lane Rankin, founder and
chief executive of Illuminate. “Even though we are a small
company, at our new home at Discovery Business Center
we feel we can offer many of the benefits of a larger firm.
We think this helps to support recruiting and retention.”

Illuminate utilized Discovery Business Center’s
ReadyNow Office ― turnkey, prebuilt suites ― to be up
and running virtually overnight while incorporating some
of its own design touches. Employees love the suite’s
contemporary design and the amenities of Discovery
Business Center, including a state-of-the-art fitness
center and outdoor barbecues.

The Irvine Company Office Properties experience goes
beyond cutting-edge offices and amenity-rich workplace
communities. The company’s ability to work with
customers on a range of space options, lease terms and
workspace buildouts provides a high degree of flexibility
in the Irvine Spectrum and across the city.

“We are able to serve companies at every stage of
their business lifecycle, from turnkey suites and custom-
designed workplaces all the way up to high-rise offices
and build-to-suit headquarters,” Case said.  “As the
needs of your business evolve, we are right there with
you with space that aligns to your business goals.”

When CoreLogic needed a workplace that showcased
its growth in the technology and information services
industry, the company turned to 40 Pacifica, one of two
twin high-rises in the Irvine Spectrum.

The company, which moved to 40 Pacifica in 2012,
needed a workplace that was an extension of its
corporate brand and culture and that met the needs of
its employees.

“CoreLogic was looking for office space that properly
reflected our corporate brand. We wanted the office architecture to be open and efficient in
space utilization and the environment to foster transparency and collaboration,” said Anand
Nallathambi, president and chief executive officer of CoreLogic. “Our corporate offices had
to be consistent with the culture of a rapidly growing data and technology company like
CoreLogic. We found a perfect match with the Irvine Company at 40 Pacifica.”

From major corporations to growing small businesses, innovation is playing out across
the Irvine Spectrum in flexible, responsive workspaces from Irvine Company Office
Properties.

For more information, please call 949.720.2550 or email
officeproperties@irvinecompany.com.

Illuminate’s Rankin: “We have team members who could be working at Google or Facebook. Even though we are a small company, at our new home at Discovery Business
Center we feel we can offer many of the benefits of a larger firm.”

Accurate Background at Irvine Business Center: 14.9%
productivity increase since moving to new space

CoreLogic at 40 Pacifica: high-rise space met brand, employee
needs

Takata Photography 
& Design Services
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rvine Valley College (IVC) has been awarded its first National Science Foundation
(NSF) grant, a three-year Advanced Technological Education (ATE) award of
$190,000 to fund the IVC Photonics Initiative. The primary focus of the Initiative is

on preparing students for employment in photonics, a rapidly growing field that covers the
science and engineering of devices
that interact with light. In addition,
instructors will work with the local
business and education community
in providing on-site demonstrations
to increase awareness of the
diverse opportunities in the field of
photonics.

New courses developed and
taught at IVC will be based on the
industry-guided photonics curricula
written by OP-TEC, the National
Center for Optics and Photonics
Education. Professors Roy McCord
and Dr. Brian Monacelli, co-principal
investigators of the IVC grant, will
lead hands-on, laboratory-driven
classes utilizing state-of-the-art
industrial equipment. The IVC
Photonics Initiative team will
collaborate with regional companies
that manufacture advanced
photonics devices or use photonics
in engineering applications that range from
laser surgery to homeland security. The
Initiative is designed to create a career path
to employment via internships and industry-
guided coursework. The first course,
Introduction to Light, is being taught this fall at IVC’s Advanced Technology Education Park
in Tustin.

Irvine Valley College is recognized throughout the state of California for its academic
excellence. IVC has the #1 transfer rate in Orange County, and is ranked #2 for its transfer
rates among all California community colleges. IVC offers 62 associate degree majors and
41 career and technical certificates.

Irvine Valley College is located at 5500 Irvine Center Drive, Irvine, CA 92618. For
information, visit www.ivc.edu.

I
Irvine Valley College

iamond Jamboree Shopping Center is Orange County’s International Dining
Destination — offering a unique mix of dining, shops and services run by local
operators and Asian super brands such as tenant HMart.

The 114,000-square-foot lifestyle center located on the corner of Alton Parkway and
Jamboree Road in Irvine was completed
and near capacity by late 2009, in the
midst of a recession. That same year,
demographer Joel Kotkin cited the
center as an example of a thriving new
immigrant economy that was bucking the
trend of retail store closures.

Sitting on land previously owned by
medical manufacturer, B. Braun,
Diamond Jamboree has garnered
interest from global hospitality brands.
Word spread quickly about the success
of 85C° Bakery Café and Kula Revolving
Sushi Bar – which have U.S. flagship
stores at the center – attracting
international chains, many of which operate hundreds of locations in Asia and North America.

“We are very lucky to be located in the City of Irvine, which is known for its diversity and
entrepreneurial spirit,” said Alethea Hsu, president, Diamond Jamboree Ltd., the development
group, which also operates centers in San Gabriel Valley, Los Angeles and Inland Empire.
“Our center in Irvine has become a launch pad for popular Asian brand names to make their
U.S. debut.”

Celebrating its five-year anniversary this fall, Diamond Jamboree is rated by AAA’s
Westways magazine as one of the top three attractions in the City of Irvine, and voted by
readers of OC Weekly as Orange County’s “Best Strip Mall” in 2012. The center’s prime
attraction at the intersection of food and entertainment, or “eatertainment,” draws foodies from
all over Southern California and beyond.

Diamond Jamboree remains at the forefront of restaurant and retail entertainment,
continually searching for new and exciting prospects to add to its growing roster of high-caliber
operations. Each new store that comes into the center is treated not only as a tenant, but as a
business partner, ensuring that the success of one contributes to the success of all. Through
this carefully cultivated process, Diamond Jamboree is able to present a refined and unified
environment to its customers.

For more information, visit diamond-jamboree.com or contact Marketing Manager Suzie
Won at suzie@diamond-jamboree.com, 949.436.7966.

D

Diamond Jamboree Center –
A Gem in the Irvine Business Complex

Pictured: Roy McCord, IVC professor; Jeff Hamilton,
former IVC student and current UCI student; Rachel
Manders, IVC grant analyst; and Dr. Brian Monacelli,
IVC professor. Professors McCord and Monacelli are
co-principal investigators of the IVC grant.
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hen it comes to prime real estate, the
Newport Center® area of Newport Beach
undoubtedly rivals the most desirable

settings in the United States, if not the entire world.
It is an A+ location to live, work and play. Yet there
have been no new for-sale residential offerings in
this region in decades. So it is no wonder why the
Orange County community is abuzz over the debut
of Meridian, a collection of 79 sophisticated coastal
residences now being built in the heart of Newport
Beach by The New Home Company of Aliso Viejo
in partnership with Hillwood West, a division of
Dallas-based Hillwood, one of the top real estate
developers and investors in the nation.

An interest list is now forming and construction is
well underway on Meridian, the first, new for-sale
residential project in the Newport Center® area
next to Fashion Island® in more than 20 years.

Meridian is less than a one-minute walk to
Fashion Island®, Orange County’s premier open-
air retail center, and will include five individual
buildings comprising homes ranging from 2,335 to
3,905 square feet. Prices are expected to begin in
the high $1 millions.

Featuring contemporary Mediterranean architecture with
expansive windows, Meridian is designed to take
advantage of ocean, golf course, garden and city views.
Many of the residences overlook the fairways of the
Newport Beach Country Club.

“Ease of living is the ultimate luxury at Meridian, where
lifestyle is what first and foremost sets the community
apart,” said Tom Redwitz, chief operating officer for The
New Home Company. “Those who choose to live here will
discover the finest in luxury living with the freedom of a turn-
key residence, minimal attention to maintenance and
complete privacy and security. We are delighted to partner
with Hillwood West and we expect to have tremendous
success with Meridian.”

Led by its chairman, Ross Perot, Jr., Hillwood has been
active in the California market for more than 20 years, and
recently opened an office for Hillwood West in Orange
County.

“As we further establish our Hillwood West presence in
Orange County, the timing of Meridian could not be better,”
said L.M. Cummings, president of Hillwood West. “With the
business savvy of Hillwood joining the customer-focused
design approach of The New Home Company, and with the
internationally recognized appeal of Newport Beach,
Meridian will undoubtedly succeed on many different levels.”

The Heart of Newport Beach
Newport Beach is the embodiment of the classic

Southern California beach town, but one set wholly apart by
incomparable luxury living. Its famous “villages” – including
Balboa Peninsula, Balboa Island, Corona Del Mar, Newport Coast and The Islands of
Newport Harbor – constitute distinct residential and commercial communities. They are
dramatic attractions regionally and iconic presences internationally.

Indeed, the city is recognized around the world as the apex of the desirable California
lifestyle. Newport Beach is distinguished by excellence in its school system, strong business
networks, and ultra-successful residential developments. And Newport Bay’s eight-mile span
of oceanfront beach affords unrivaled opportunities for fishing, swimming, surfing and water
sports.

Perhaps the essence of Newport Beach is Fashion Island®. A prestigious enclave of high-
and mid-rise office and residential buildings and hotels, Fashion Island® distinguishes
Newport Beach with its highly coveted lifestyle experiences. Drawing over 14 million visitors

W

Ease of Living is the Ultimate Luxury at Meridian, 
Sophisticated Coastal Residences in Newport Beach

Interest list now forming for Newport Center’s® first new for-sale residences in more than 20 years
annually, the open-air retail center features elite
specialty boutiques, world-class department
stores, restaurants and cafes, all in a stylish and
characteristically Southern California luxury
atmosphere. Meridian will fit right into the fabric of
this very special place.

Experience, Design Excellence and Financial
Strength Back Meridian
The New Home Company

Founded four years ago by residential
development leaders Larry Webb, Wayne Stelmar,
Tom Redwitz and Joe Davis, The New Home
Company is one of California’s premier and
fastest-growing builders of luxury homes. The
builder was recently honored in the 2013 Eliant
Homebuyers’ Choice Awards competition for
providing its customers with the best purchase
and ownership experiences based on the results
of more than 76,500 surveys administered in 2012
to all recent homeowners from more than 148
major homebuilders across the U.S. and Canada.
The New Home Company was the recipient of
“The Eliant” for Best Overall Customer Experience

in the multidivisional builder segment.
In the Medium Builder segment, the company was also

ranked No.1 by homebuyers for Design Selection
Experience and Construction Experience.

The New Home Company recently completed sales at
Lambert Ranch in Irvine, a community regarded as one of
the fastest-selling in the United States over the past year.
Lambert Ranch has received national media attention and
design industry praise for its innovative Life Space home
designs.

Lambert Ranch, the company’s signature, gated, master-
planned community of 169 luxury residences in the hills of
Irvine features compound estates, guest houses and private
quarters in each of its three neighborhoods. The innovative
Life Space homes are designed to provide room for
everyone on the family tree, making Lambert Ranch one of
the most forward-looking communities in the country.
Hillwood

Hillwood, a Perot company, is ranked as one of the top
real estate developers and investors in the country and the
top residential developer in Dallas-Fort Worth. Its residential
division, Hillwood Communities, has built 70 communities
throughout the United States and Costa Rica, and has
developed more than 22,000 lots. Currently, the company
oversees 34 active communities in 28 cities and seven
states, and has completed 30 real estate projects in
California. Hillwood West, a division of Hillwood, invests in
real estate opportunities with developers, builders, lenders
and landowners in the Western United States, primarily in
California and Hawaii. Hillwood’s industrial developments

currently house facilities for 58 companies listed on the Fortune 500, Global 500 or Forbes
List of Top Private firms. Hillwood is best known for its Alliance brand that includes the
17,000-acre AllianceTexas, 4,474-acre AllianceFlorida at Cecil Commerce Center, and 2,000-
acre AllianceCalifornia. For additional information, please visit hillwood.com and
hillwoodcommunities.com.

The New Home Company plans to begin sales at Meridian in the spring of 2014. For more
information, and to sign up for the Meridian Interest Registry, please visit
MeridianResidences.com.

Fashion Island® and Newport Center® usage with permission from The Irvine Company.

Meridian residents will discover the finest in luxury living with the freedom of a turn-key
residence, minimal attention to maintenance, complete privacy and security, and
concierge service.

Meridian will include five individual buildings comprising of luxury residences ranging from
2,335 to 3,905 square feet. Prices are expected to begin in the high $1 millions.

An interest list is now forming and construction is well underway on Meridian, the first, new for-sale
residential project in the Newport Center® area next to Fashion Island® in more than 20 years.

Featuring contemporary Mediterranean architecture with expansive
windows, Meridian is designed to take advantage of ocean, golf
course, garden and city views. Many of the residences overlook the
fairways of the Newport Beach Country Club.
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s the nation’s premier leadership organization for girls, Girl Scouts is leading the
charge in developing strong, capable women who possess the skills and
confidence to overcome obstacles. With relevant and age-appropriate girl-led

programs that incorporate Girls Scouts’ keys to leadership – Discover, Connect and Take
Action, Girl Scouts is building tomorrow’s leaders – one girl at a time.

Girl Scouts of Orange County, headquartered in Irvine, is focused on creating the best
leadership development experiences for all girls in Orange County and currently provides
more than 22,000 girls from every zip code and all socioeconomic backgrounds with
opportunities to build the leadership skills they need to live their best life. Girl Scouts also
contribute over 500,000 hours each year to service projects in Orange County that address
important issues, such as poverty, homelessness, childcare, eldercare, animal welfare and
the environment.

Girl Scouts is currently addressing the national crisis in STEM (science, technology,
engineering and math) careers. The distressing truth is that girls today are giving up early
on STEM. The statistics we read have a predicting effect on all of our futures. A girl laughed
at by her peers for being vocal in class isn’t dreaming of sitting at the head of the table,
running a board meeting and a young girl who hides her abilities in science and math risks
losing the confidence to reach her full potential.

“Generation STEM,” a recent study by Girl Scouts’ renowned research institute, found
that girls’ interest in STEM and their confidence in pursuing STEM careers soar when they
learn in a supportive, all-girls environment; participate in hands-on activities; and
understand how scientists and other leaders help people and make a positive change in
the world. And that is exactly the kind of experiences Girl Scouts provides.

The girls in Irvine Cadette Troop 2065 may only be 11 and 12 years old, but they know
that they can effect change. During their annual Huntington Beach cleanup this year, they
noticed that Capri Sun straws and wrappers were the number one item they were
collecting and they began working on solutions. After brainstorming alternative, all-in-one
straw and container packaging, the troop contacted the people at Kraft, parent company of
Capri Sun, who invited the girls to evaluate new packaging prototypes already in

A

Girl Scouts Opens Her World 
While Building Orange County’s Future

development. Through this experience Troop 2065 identified an environmental concern,
connected with others to brainstorm solutions and took action by evaluating new
packaging prototypes.

The success of Girl Scouts in building girls of courage, confidence and character is
evident: nationally, 80% of female business owners were Girl Scouts, as were 70% of
women in Congress and nearly every female astronaut. According to a recent Girl Scout
Research Institute report, “Girl Scouting Works: The Alumnae Impact Study,” women who
were Girl Scouts display significantly more positive life outcomes than those who were not,
with higher perceptions of self, higher rates of volunteerism and civic engagement, higher
rates of college education and higher household incomes.

Our future demands that we have the best and brightest from 100% of our population
working on our nation’s toughest challenges. Join Girl Scouts in building tomorrow’s
leaders. Don’t miss Girl Scouts of Orange County’s Fourth Annual Celebrate Leadership
event on Friday, November 1, 2013 at The Island Hotel in Newport Beach. The organization
will honor six extraordinary female leaders:

� Ashleigh Aitken, Of Counsel at Aitken*Aitken*Cohn
� Shannon Eusey, Co-founder and President of Beacon Pointe Advisors
� Donna Giordano, President of Ralphs Grocery Company
� Joan Patronite Kelly, Managing Principal and Co-founder of BonTerra Consulting
� Ingrid Otero-Smart, President of Casanova Pendrill
� Laila Pence, Owner and President of Pence Wealth Management
Each woman will be paired with an Orange County Girl Scout, providing the leaders of

tomorrow the opportunity to connect with leaders of today. The event provides vital funding
to support Orange County Girl Scouts and thousands of dedicated volunteers and adult
members who guide and support them. Tickets and sponsorships are available at
www.girlscoutsoc.org/celebrate-leadership-event or call 949.461.8836 for more information.

Join, volunteer or donate today to Girl Scouts of Orange County. Visit
www.girlscoutsoc.org for more information.
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